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Sixpoint Brewery
Refusing to conform and insisting on innovation, Brooklyn’s Sixpoint Brewery embraces
the historical culture of beer while crafting distinctly different and satisfying brews.
Sixpoint Brewery may
have been founded in
2004 in Brooklyn, New
York, but the owners
say the company was
actually born at the
dawn
of
civilization,
when grains were first
being harvested to make
fermented
beverages.
The
brewery’s
logo,
a six-pointed star, is
actually derived from a
symbol from the Middle
Ages that signified purity
and excellence in brewing. Today, Sixpoint Brewery
celebrates beer brewing culture throughout history and
embraces the philosophy their ancient logo stands for.
Sixpoint Brewery was founded by Andrew
Bronstein and Shane Welch, two friends who met
as classmates while attending the University of
Wisconsin. Shane grew up in Milwaukee and became
an avid homebrewer during his college days - in fact,
he even took a semester off to brew full time and
entered many of his beers into local competitions. He
gained further experience working at Angelic Brewing
Company, but his heart was set on developing his own
brewery. A few years after graduating, Shane teamed
up with friend Andrew Bronstein to make his brewing
dream a reality.

Hi-Res

Imperial IPA
10.5% ABV 115 IBU’s
Sixpoint’s
Hi-Res
Imperial
IPA
magnifies the hop factor and pushes
the boundaries with flavor, aroma and
perception. Golden in color, the Hi-Res
has a flavor profile driven by mango
and passionfruit notes. With massive
amounts of late-addition, new-age
hops, the Hi-Res also offers a raw
bitterness force, but it drinks far easier
than its high alcohol and IBU’s would
lend you to believe. Enjoy!
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Sixpoint Brewery was established in an
old, rundown brewery location in the Red Hook
neighborhood of Brooklyn. Shane and Andrew spent
the first few months cleaning and accumulating the
necessary brewing equipment and on Thanksgiving
Day of 2004, brewed their first Sixpoint beer. They
started small, selling kegs to local restaurants and bars,
and built a reputation as a serious newcomer to New
York’s craft beer industry. Their beers were different,
more complex and more
exciting than anything
else in the immediate
area. Shane and Andrew
admittedly love hops and
usually make beers with
high IBU’s and alcohol
content for their Sixpoint
portfolio.
In 2011, Sixpoint introduced canned beers,
offering their favorite brews in a signature slim 12
oz can. Today, their ever popular beers, distinctive
recipes, and cutting edge look continues to make
them a leading craft brewer in Brooklyn, New York.
Shane and Andrew have successfully followed
a brewing philosophy that doesn’t hold them to ‘style
guidelines.’ Rather, each beer creation is distinctly
its own and can’t necessarily be described as a
‘hefeweizen,’ ‘pale ale,’ or ‘IPA.’ This insistency of
being different has made them into the world-class
brewers they are today.

Beast Mode
Porter
6.4% ABV

44 IBU’s

Chocolate in color with ruby highlights,
the Beast Mode is just as its name
implies - it’s down right beastly. Aromas
of coffee, roast, hops and caramel are
complemented by a roasted bitterness
on the tongue, followed by a sweet
toffee and malt on the tail end. The
Beast Mode finishes dry without any
lingering bitterness. Find your inner
beast and enjoy this distinctive brew a Porter with a twist.
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Food for your Brew
Beer-Soaked Grilled Cheese
Beer Batter:
2 eggs
1 cup Brown Ale
1/8 cup flour
1/2 tsp. salt
1/4 tsp. chili powder

Sandwiches:
1 loaf sourdough bread, cut into
eight 1/2” slices
1 block mild or sharp cheddar
cheese, sliced
2 Tbs. butter, plus more if needed
Optional toppings: bacon, sliced
ham, prosciutto, avocado

In a large shallow bowl, whisk eggs, beer, flour, salt and chili powder. Dunk
one slice of bread into the batter on both sides, giving it a second to fully
absorb the batter. Let the excess batter drain back into the bowl.
Move to another plate and top with cheese and additional toppings if desired
(cooked bacon, sliced ham, etc.). Repeat with another slice of bread to complete
the sandwich.
In a large skillet, melt butter over medium-high heat. Place the sandwich in
the middle, and let cook on each side 3-4 minutes, until it reaches a crispy
golden brown and a gooey cheese middle. Repeat for all sandwiches. Plate,
add garnishes, and enjoy. Recipe sourced from www.brooklynbrewshop.com.

Trivia Time!
1. What is the process of ‘krausening?’
Krausening is a traditional German method for carbonating beers without using
sugars or other adjuncts. Instead, actively fermenting malt wort is added to the fermented
beer to provide the malted sugars needed for carbonation. This process is used in Tuckerman’s
Pale Ale and Headwall Alt.
2. What is an altbier?
Altbier is a German top-fermenting beer brewed in Dusseldorf and other parts of North RhineWestphalia. The name Altbier, which means old beer, refers to the pre-lager brewing method of
using a warm top-fermenting yeast. Over time, the Alt yeast adjusted to lower temperatures,
and the Alt brewers would store or lager the beer after fermentation, leading to a cleaner,
crisper beer than is the norm for some other top-fermented beers (ex: British Pale Ale).
3. What are Hybrid Beers?
Born out of necessity, tradition, or creativity, Hybrid Beers are half lagers, half ales.
This unique category straddles the line separating the two worlds of beer, using
brewing techniques from both sides. Unsurprisingly, hybrid beers will tend to exhibit
aromas and tastes similar to both Ales and Lagers. Altbier and Kolsch beers are
examples of Hybrid Beers.
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